Introduction
============

Commonly, complex organisms are built from one, then two, then four seemingly identical cells of an embryo.[@cit1]--[@cit4] Single cell analysis for cell type and activity has been confirmed a greater challenge than conventional studies on populations of cells.[@cit5]--[@cit9] The importance of single-cell biology has sharply increased in recent years. Advances in new tools allow biologists to explore the characteristics of an individual cell. Single-cell biology promotes scientists to dissect the mysteries of life, one cell at a time.[@cit10],[@cit11] Wound repair is an essential feature for differentiating living beings from non-living matter, and these repair activities can also be observed at the single-cell level.[@cit12] More and more scientists have tried to understand wound repair at the single-cell level.[@cit13]

Massive efforts have been made into new approaches for single-cell analysis,[@cit14],[@cit15] including optical tweezers,[@cit16],[@cit17] microfluidic chips,[@cit18]--[@cit20] dual capillary probes,[@cit21] and microfluidic probes.[@cit22] These technologies have greatly promoted single-cell research, such as single-cell metabolism,[@cit23]--[@cit25] whole-genome sequencing analysis[@cit26],[@cit27] from single cells and cell-cycle dynamics of single cells.[@cit28] However, the cell itself is not homogeneous, and more efforts should be made in developing new tools for subcellular studies to understand the regional differences of a single cell. Moreover, operations on a portion of a cell are vital for understanding cell wound repair, signal transduction and molecule transfer in cells.

Microsampling methods,[@cit29]--[@cit31] and fluidic force microscopy[@cit32]--[@cit34] have performed well for the sampling of cellular contents. The use of a nanopipette has been demonstrated to be a convenient approach for precise drug infusion into a cell. The requirements of these technologies to have cell insertion operations means that they are harmful to live cells. Physical operations of tissues and cells by a knife or a needle have suffered from low spatial resolution. Microdissection[@cit35] has become the best choice for tissue and cell separation with high resolution. Yet, it is still difficult to operate on a portion of a cell, because the resolution is not high enough. Laminar flow in a microfluidic chip[@cit36],[@cit37] has been reported as a powerful tool for subcellular positioning and microenvironment control. However, cells should be cultured in the microchannel for treatment, because laminar flow is generated in a closed microchannel.[@cit36] Recently, microfluidic probes[@cit38],[@cit39] and chemical pens[@cit40]--[@cit42] have been reported as promising approaches for fluid and laminar flow control in open spaces. Yet, precise operations and treatments of portions of a cell *in situ* are still of vital importance for subcellular studies.

In this work, we report a fluid cell knife, a highly flexible microfluidic methodology, which provides users with the abilities to cut off a portion of a living single cell at a precise position and treat portions of cells. The Fluid CK enables local excision of a desired single-cell and microenvironment control of a partial cell. In conventional methods[@cit43]--[@cit45] for generating confined flow in an open space, the interface of the solution of interest with the adjacent one has remarkable positional fluctuations caused by the elasticity of the pathway and vibrations of pumps. It is difficult to maintain a stable interface at a precise position. The present device was designed with a symmetrical geometry, so the two solutions could contact each other to counteract the fluctuation. Benefiting from the symmetrical geometry, the interface of the two adjacent solutions was extremely stable.

Results and discussion
======================

The Fluid CK was designed with symmetrical geometry containing four identical apertures ([Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The manufacture of the device is detailed in Fig. S1.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The tip of the Fluid CK was placed perpendicular to the cell sample surface, and both were immersed in the surrounding medium ([Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). A "gap" existed between the tip of the Fluid CK and the sample surface. Solution A (red) and solution B (green) were injected into the device through two opposite apertures that were connected to two individual gas-tight syringes driven by one pump. The other two apertures were for solution aspiration by the connection to two individual gas-tight syringes driven by another pump. A planar interface across the centers of the two aspiration apertures was generated. The cell was manipulated to make the interface at a desirable subcellular position, resulting in one portion of the cell being immersed in solution A and the other portion in solution B ([Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In one case, solution A was cell culture medium and solution B was cell lysis buffer. The portion in solution B would be cut off, while the other portion was well protected by the cell culture medium and left on the substrate ([Fig. 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the Fluid CK functioned as a lancet to slice a single cell. In another case, solution A and solution B contained different species, so different portions of the cell were infused with different types of molecules ([Fig. 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Subcellular molecular infusions were achieved for partial cell staining and analyses of organelle transport. In the later experiments, the injected solutions were stopped first while aspirations were maintained. Thus, all solutions injected out would be totally aspirated back into the device. Then, the device was removed away and operations were finished.

![Fluid cell knife (Fluid CK) for precise chemical operations on single cells. (a) Design and operation of the Fluid CK. (b) The principle of fluid control for partial treatment. (c) Illustration of precise cutting operations on a single cell. (d) Subcellular molecular infusion of a single cell using the Fluid CK.](c8sc05104f-f1){#fig1}

Finite element analysis (FEA) for the fluid underneath the Fluid CK was carried out using the commercially available software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3 (Comsol). Navier--Stoke-equations and convection--diffusion equation were coupled in the FEA. The geometry of the model was identical to the device used in the experiments ([Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Unless stated otherwise, the injection flow rate (*R*~i~) = 1 μL min^--1^, the aspiration flow rate (*R*~a~) = 10 μL min^--1^, and the gap = 50 μm. The injected solution containing fluorescein (1 μg mL^--1^, equal to 3 μM) as a diffusive species indicated the microjet region. The diffusion coefficient of fluorescein is 500 μm^2^ s^--1^.[@cit37] The bottom views of the streamlines and the velocity field at the substrate are shown in [Fig. 2b and c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Both appeared to have symmetrical distributions.

![Microjet underneath the Fluid CK in FEA. (a) Geometry of the Fluid CK used in the simulation. (b) Flow streamline fields. (c) Velocity distribution at the substrate. (d) Concentration distributions of the diffusive species at the substrate. (e) Concentration profile of the diffusive species at the substrate along the line XX′ connecting the two injection apertures. (f) Concentration profile of the diffusive species at the substrate along the line YY′ connecting the two aspiration apertures. (g) Calculated fluid shear stress at the substrate surface. (h) Fluid shear stress profile at the substrate along the line XX′ connecting the two injection apertures. (i) Fluid shear stress profile at the substrate along the line YY′ connecting the two aspiration apertures.](c8sc05104f-f2){#fig2}

The velocity profiles along line XX′ and YY′ were calculated (Fig. S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The concentration distribution of the species ([Fig. 2d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) had a planar interface along line YY′. A concentration gradient existed along line XX′ ([Fig. 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Significantly, a uniform concentration was observed along line YY′ near the center ([Fig. 2f](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which indicated proper function of the laminar flow within this spatial range. As cells are sensitive to fluid shear stress (FSS),[@cit46],[@cit47] FSS distributions near the substrate were calculated ([Fig. 2g](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The FSS at the point near the center (with a distance smaller than 50 μm) was sufficiently lower than 0.1 Pa ([Fig. 2h and i](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which would not harm the cell.[@cit46] Negative pressure relative to atmospheric pressure existed between the two apertures at the substrate (Fig. S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The maxima of FSS (Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), velocity (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and pressure (Fig. S7[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) were linear with the flow ratio as well as the injection flow rate. We could adjust those elements conveniently to meet further requirements in applications.

The structure of the Fluid CK (ESI Fig. S8a and b[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and the flatness of the tip surface (Fig. S8c[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) were characterized using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The zone of injected flow was confirmed using a fluorescein solution ([Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and it was consistent with the results of the FEA. The boundaries were defined as 10% of the local maximum of fluorescence intensity. A planar interface with high stability was observed. Because of the flow fluctuations caused by the stepper motor in the pump and the elasticity of the Fluid CK and the connecting tube, the fluctuation amplitude (*A*~*y*~) of the boundaries at the *y*-axis (point Q in [Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) was extremely large ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the flow fluctuation amplitude (*A*~*x*~) at the *x*-axis (point P) was extremely small because the symmetry of the two injected solutions offset the undesirable fluctuations ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which suggested a stable interface. *A*~*x*~ showed no significant change when the ratio was higher than 10 ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Thus, the optimal ratio was selected as 10. Keeping a constant *R*~a~/*R*~i~, *A*~*x*~ and *A*~*y*~ decreased with increasing *R*~i~. *A*~*x*~ was as small as 1 μm ([Fig. 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and S10[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) when *R*~i~ was 1 μL min^--1^. The resolution was high enough for subcellular analysis. Those conditions were optimal in the latter experiments. The results suggested that the Fluid CK was capable of generating an extremely stable interface between two adjacent miscible solutions, and the reason for this is due to the symmetrical design.

![Stability of the interface between two miscible solutions underneath the Fluid CK and cell cutting for wound repair studies. (a) Fluorescent image of the microjet underneath the Fluid CK used in the experiments. (b) Fluctuation amplitude at the point A on *x*-axis and point B on *y*-axis under different flow ratio *R*~a~/*R*~i~. The injection flow rate was constant (1 μL min^--1^). (c) Fluctuation amplitude at point A on the *x*-axis and point B on the *y*-axis under different injection flow rates, *R*~i~. The flow ratio *R*~a~/*R*~i~ was constant (equal to 10). (d) The lysis time for different types of cells. A two-tailed Student's *t*-test was performed. \**P* \< 0.05. (e) Single-cell cutting processes, including (i) the initial state, and (ii) the state of the target single-cell after precise cutting. (f) Wound repair after 3 h, including (i) a bright field image of the cell after wound repair, and (ii) a corresponding merged image stained using a Live/Dead kit.](c8sc05104f-f3){#fig3}

A portion of a single cell was immersed in a certain solution environment near the interface. Therefore, the molecules in this solution environment would selectively treat the desired portion of the cell. In the subcellular cutting operation, RIPA non-denaturing tissue lysis buffer was injected into the upper right aperture, and cell culture medium was injected into the lower left aperture. The lysis buffer functioned for cutting portions of the cell, while the cell culture medium functioned for protecting other portions of the cell. The injection and aspiration flow rates were 1 and 10 μL min^--1^, respectively. The gap was 50 μm. Laminar flows were generated underneath the Fluid CK and a planar interface existed (the white dotted line in [Fig. 3e-i](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The target cell (an adherent cultured U87 cell) was positioned in the cell culture medium environment first (Fig. S11a[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), and then moved towards and crossed the interface gradually. The portion of cell immersed in the lysis buffer environment was cut off rapidly (less than 20 s) (Fig. S11b, ESI Movie S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The lysis time is defined as the time from the initial immersion of a portion of a cell in the lysis buffer zone ([Fig. 3e-i](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) until it is entirely cut ([Fig. 3e-ii](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The lysis time for individual U87 cells was varied within the range of 10 to 20 s ([Fig. 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To investigate the applicability of the device, four more types of adherent cells, including HUVEC (Fig. S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), Caco-2 (Fig. S13[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), MCF-7 (Fig. S14[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and HepG2 cells (Fig. S15[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), were successfully cut at desired positions. The results indicated that the Fluid CK was applicable to various types of adherent cells. The lysis times for any two different types of cells showed significant differences. The secretion levels of cell surface proteins and cytoskeleton proteins may contribute to these differences. In further research, mass spectrometric analysis and immunofluorescence analysis may be helpful to understand the differences.

After the entire cutting procedure ([Fig. 3e-ii](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), the cell was cultured in an incubator for wound repair analysis. After 3 h, the cells were co-stained using a Live/Dead kit containing 4.5 μmol L^--1^ propidium iodide (PI) and 2 μmol L^--1^ calcein-AM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) for 15 min. The live cell component is based on a cell-permeable dye for staining of live cells. The dead cell component is a cell-impermeable dye for the staining of dead and dying cells, which are characterized by compromised cell membranes. As shown in [Fig. 3f-i](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, cell spreading was observed. The strong green fluorescence in the merged image ([Fig. 3f-ii](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) indicates the high viability of the cell. Moreover, no red fluorescence was observed in [Fig. 3f-ii](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, which means that the cell had complete cell membranes. The results demonstrate that the cell underwent wound repair.

As the cutting operation was based on destroying the removed part of a cell, it was difficult to avoid damage to the cell. In fact, membrane rupture occurred. The high viability ([Fig. 3f-ii](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) after 3 h indicated that the operation was safe for the cell. Wound repair of cell plasma is a vital feature distinguishing living from non-living cells.[@cit48] In some microfluidics approaches,[@cit49] the probe or key functional part was integrated into the closed microchannel and it was not possible to perform spatial movements. As a result, the cells should move toward the probe or functional part with the fluid, and thus this is not applicable to adherent cells. The Fluid CK technique generated a stable laminar flow with a linear interface in open space that was convenient for treating any target adherent cell. Yet, the Fluid CK cannot be applied to cells in suspension, because the laminar flow is required to keep the cell in the same position. Here, our method provides a new avenue for cell cutting and wound repair studies for adherent cells at single-cell resolution. Furthermore, it is possible to improve the device for opening a cell by generating a curved stream confined by two adjacent flows.

As the stable interface could control the microenvironment for portions of a cell, it was expected to perform well in subcellular molecular infusion. MitoTracker Green FM (1 μM) and MitoTracker Deep Red FM (0.5 μM) were prepared as the two injection solutions. A single U87 cell was positioned at the interface to carry out subcellular molecular infusion ([Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). One portion of the cell was stained with MitoTracker Green FM ([Fig. 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), while the other portion was stained with MitoTracker Deep Red FM ([Fig. 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The mitochondria in the different portions of the cell appeared with different fluorescent colors after 3 min. A clear planar interface was observed between the portion with green fluorescence and the other portion with red fluorescence in the merged fluorescent image the cell ([Fig. 4d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In the same manner, ER-Tracker Green (1 μM) and ER-Tracker Red (1 μM) were used for partial staining of the endoplasmic reticulum in a cell for 5 min ([Fig. 4e--h](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). All of the results demonstrate that the Fluid CK has excellent performance in subcellular molecular infusion.

![Precise molecular infusion of a portion of a cell for local staining of partial organelles. (a) A bright-field image of a U87 cell. (b) A fluorescence image of the local staining of the mitochondria in the upper right portion of the cell by MitoTracker Green FM. (c) A fluorescence image of the local staining of the mitochondria in the lower left portion of the cell by MitoTracker Deep Red FM. (d) A merged fluorescence image of the mitochondria in the cell co-stained by the MitoTracker Green FM and MitoTracker Deep Red FM. (e) A bright-field image of a U87 cell. (f) A fluorescence image of the local staining of the ER in the upper right portion of the cell by ER-Tracker Green. (g) A fluorescence image of the local staining of the ER in the lower left portion of the cell by ER-Tracker Red. (h) A merged fluorescence image of the ER in the cell co-stained by the ER-Tracker Green and ER-Tracker Red.](c8sc05104f-f4){#fig4}

As some organelles usually float in the cell contents, we would like to assess the transport of organelles in intracellular environments. The mitochondria were selected as a model organelle. MitoTracker Deep Red FM (0.5 μM) and cell culture medium were the two injection solutions, where the cell culture medium was just used for the protection of the portions of the cell immersed in it. The target U87 cell was moved towards and then kept at the interface. After 3 min, the Fluid CK was moved always and the staining was finished ([Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). It was difficult to record the cell from the beginning, because molecular adsorption on the device caused a big background that had remarkable influences on the cell imaging. For convenience, the recording time for mitochondria transport was defined simply as zero at the time of moving the device away ([Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The outlines of the stained portion were set as the boundaries where the fluorescence intensity was three times high than that of the background (S/N = 3). The fluorescent images over time, with outlines of the stained mitochondria distribution zone, are shown in [Fig. 5a--f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The cell was tracked for more than 2 h. After 40 min, the fluorescence had reached the opposite boundary of the cell. Although transport may still continue, no significant changes were observed after 40 min. A color overlap of the outlines is shown in [Fig. 5f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and significant transport of the stained mitochondria along line XX′ was observed. The profiles of the normalized fluorescence intensity (NFI) at the time of 0 min and the time of 40 min appeared with a significant spatial extension along line XX′ ([Fig. 5g](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The temporal changes of the fluorescence intensity at point A and point B were recorded ([Fig. 5h](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The NFI at point A decreased gradually, resulting from the transport of the stained mitochondria towards the upper right and the effect of fluorescence quenching. At the beginning, the NFI of point B increased gradually, and it then decreased under the effects of continuous fluorescence quenching and the decreased transport of stained mitochondria to point B ([Fig. 5h](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The average transport speed (*V*) at different time segments was calculated by dividing the moving distance of the transport head ([Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) by the period of time. The speed decreased gradually because of the continuously decreasing amount of labelled mitochondria at the transport head ([Fig. 5i](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). All the results indicated that our method provides a new approach for subcellular studies and organelle behavior analyses.

![Subcellular molecular infusion for monitoring organelle transport in a single cell. Fluorescent images for the spatial transport of the labelled mitochondria as time went by (a) 0 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 10 min, (d) 20 min, (e) 30 min and (f) 40 min. An overlap of the fluorescent boundaries of the cell at different times is shown in (f). (g) Fluorescence intensity profile along the line XX′ perpendicular to the interface YY′ at 0 min and 40 min. (h) The variation of the fluorescence intensity at points A (--10, 0) and B (10, 0) on the line XX′ as time went by. (i) Measured transport speed at different time segments.](c8sc05104f-f5){#fig5}

Scientists have focused more on single-cell analysis[@cit5],[@cit10] and subcellular studies.[@cit36] The methods for subcellular operations will be applicable to understanding how single cells heal membrane ruptures and restore lost structures. The physical and molecular mechanisms for cell healing remains poorly understood.[@cit13] Our method, capable of damaging part of a cell, might be a potential approach for studying membrane rebuilding. Moreover, signal transmission is an essential function in a cell.[@cit50] The capability of subcellular molecular infusion will be helpful for investigating signal transmission in a living cell.

Conclusions
===========

In this work, we have established a novel method for chemical operations on single cells, including precise cell cutting operations and subcellular molecular infusion. A fluid cell knife was developed to carry out those tasks. The device was proved to be a universal approach for precise cell cutting operations for various types of adherent cells. Significantly, wound repair was observed for the cut cell. The Fluid CK was capable of subcellular infusion of molecules into portions of a cell. Moreover, the transport behavior of the organelle, mitochondria, was explored, and the transport speed was obtained. Our results indicate that partial treatment using laminar flows in open space generated by the Fluid CK is an effective way to deliver small molecules to selected domains inside a single mammalian cell. This technique opens up avenues for the control of subcellular microenvironments, precise cellular cutting, wound repair analysis and subcellular molecular infusion.
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